
CVFR Winter Score 2019 
Summary 
Congratulations to Chris Goddard for getting every control except for one (P). 

When I was guessing beforehand what the winning score would be, I reckoned the winner might be able to get all 

bar 30 points (say missing out F&I or H&P) for 195 points out of a max of 225. That’s the score that James Logue got, 

by missing out O&P, but Chris surpassed expectations with his 205. 

 

Both Chris and James went to N as their first control but differed in when to tackle F and I. James took them earlier 

by going H-K-J then I-F followed by a big loop round to the west. Chris left them for the way back by doing K-J-H and 

then the big western loop followed by F-I. 

At control L on the way home they had both covered the same controls but in a different sequence. Maybe as a 

result of his route, Chris had taken 8 minutes less time than James to get to L; and that made the difference – he was 

able to pick up O and M on the way home while James only had time for M. 

 

Holly Page running with Tom Owens was the first woman, avoiding the temptation to pop home en-route, but Jackie 

Scarf proved once again how good at this she is, finishing just 4 points behind Holly despite being a super-vet. 

 

Chris’ route was 30km with 1320m ascent/descent. 

James’ route was 30.5km with 1180m ascent/descent. 

Holly and Tom’s route was 22.5km with 900m ascent/descent. 

Jackie’s route was 20km with 740m ascent/descent. 

 

Karl Gray and Jonathan Emberton & Gav Mulholland (the latter pair going anti-clockwise) took the places after Chris 

and James, while both Ben Frechette and Jim Cooke had excellent runs to finish in 5th and 7th place. 

 

Route Choices 
It was remarkable, and very pleasing for the planning, that hardly anyone chose the same sequence of controls as 

anyone else. Out of the 37 teams there were only 3 duplicated control sequences. 

 

K was the most popular control, with 35 teams visiting it; G was the least popular with 7 visits. 

 

Planning Process 
I decided to head west this year, to visit several different areas around Hebden Bridge. 

 

Despite putting these events on since 2003 I am amazed that every time I find new places and paths that I have 

never been on before. The area around ‘I’ was an example this year. It has a superb view over Hebden. 

 

The planning process is iterative – I pore over the map at home for potential control sites, then head out there and 

go back and forth checking possible control features. Sometimes the ground does not correspond to the map and I 

have to abandon it as a site. Other times I stumble on something interesting that will do as a feature (eg the crag for 

E). 

Then back home I will check whether the location offers interesting route choices to the surrounding controls – if the 

route choice is too simple I’ll end up discarding the control or picking somewhere else nearby. I want to make you 

think about the route between each control. 

 

And finally I spend quite a while deciding on points values, to prevent an obvious set of controls and make you think 

of possible options. 

 



This year, after I’d done most of the planning and drawn up the map, the overall distance looked slightly too long for 

3 hours. To give more people, rather than just the faster runners, the chance to visit the western controls I decided 

to increase the time to 3.5 hours. 

 

Electronic Timing 
This was the first time that I’d used dibbers for a score event. It took a while to get the software configuration right, 

but it seemed to work well. 

 

Thanks 
Many thanks to Anne for the food, despite not being well. 

And thanks to Thirza for arranging for the map printing. 

 

This was the 17th annual CVFR Winter Score event. For four of those years I didn’t have time to organise it and the 

Scarfs or James Logue kindly stepped in and organised it. 

 


